Vulnerability forecasting models help us to predict the number of vulnerabilities that may occur in the future for a given Operating System (OS). There exist few models that focus on quantifying future vulnerabilities without consideration of trend, level, seasonality and non linear components of vulnerabilities. Unlike traditional ones, we propose a vulnerability analytic prediction model based on linear and non-linear approaches via time series analysis. We have developed the models based on Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARIMA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and Support Vector Machine (SVM) settings. The best model which provides the minimum error rate is selected for prediction of future vulnerabilities. Utilizing time series approach, this study has developed a predictive analytic model for three popular Desktop Operating Systems, namely, Windows 7, Mac OS X, and Linux Kernel by using their reported vulnerabilities on the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). Based on these reported vulnerabilities, we predict ahead their behavior so that the OS companies can make strategic and operational decisions like secure deployment of OS, facilitate backup provisioning, disaster recovery, diversity planning, maintenance scheduling, etc. Similarly, it also helps in assessing current security risks along with estimation of resources needed for handling potential security breaches and to foresee the future releases of security patches. The proposed non-linear analytic models produce very good prediction results in comparison to linear time series models.
Introduction
A computer system is a collections of hardware and software components working together to perform a well defined objective as a unified whole entity.
One of the core software components of the computer system is the Operating System (OS). An OS is a resource manager or a complex interactive software system. It enables the higher level application software to communicate with its hardware and memory. Vulnerabilities always exist on such software and causes tremendous security risks to software companies, developers, and individual users. Once an attacker compromised an Operating System via any vulnerability, this implies logically the whole computer system is in control of the hacker. If the computer system itself is in control of unauthorized people, very significant consequences occur in tremendous financial loses, among other serious damages.
It is well known that the overall rates of the software vulnerabilities are extensively increasing [1] . According to the Secunia Vulnerability Review 2015, the number has increased to 55% in the past five years, and an 18% increase from 2013 to 2014 [2] . Similarly, Flexera Software reports that a 39% increase in the five year trend, and a 2% increase from 2014 to 2015 [3] . A Microsoft vulnerabilities study report in 2015 by Avecto Software Company reported that there is a significant uplift in the total number of vulnerabilities users are exposed to, rising 52% a year to year basis [4] . The documented facts and figures from the well established software institutions reveal the current increasing trend in number of software vulnerabilities that offer a significant problem to the industry. If these vulnerabilities are exploited and it is the objective of the hacker, we can realize a tremendous amount of damages and losses to software developers, government institutions, giant corporations, educational institutions, end users, and all possible stakeholders associated with this domain.
Some recent analytical study and modeling of general vulenerabilities can be found in [5] [6] [7] . It is not possible to develop an OS software free of vulnerabilities. On the contrary, we can have a precise estimation of vulnerabilities along with its trends, level, and seasonality based on the historical data. Once we have a better estimation of the number of vulnerabilities, as per our demand with respect to the calender time, it would assist us to be well prepared to manage the forthcoming risks. At the same time, we can make diversity planning such as practical contingency plans, provisioning the backup capabilities, allocation of human and financial resources effectively and efficiently to achieve our mission, to be protected from the hackers. Kernel for our present study. These Operating Systems are the product of three industry leaders, Microsoft, Apple, and Linux.
The schematic network of Desktop Operating Systems, given by Figure 2 above, displays a layout of the process that our analytic study will follow. In the present study, we have developed analytic vulnerability forecasting models using time series analysis via linear and non-linear approaches. The developed forecasting models completely capture the complicated linear and non-linear interrelationship between past data points and extrapolate those relationship into the future. We have implemented Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) to incorporate the linear behavior of the signal in conjunction with trend, level and seasonality. To capture the non-linear characteristics of the signal, we are using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Finally, we have compared the final outcomes of linear and non-linear models that best fit the actual data set. Based on the outcomes of the developed models, all the stakeholders associated with Operating System will find our predictive models of significant importance. As a software developer, one can evaluate and proceed to be confident with their strategic and operational policies.
They can make the appropriate plans to allocate the human and financial resources effectively and efficiently. Moreover, they can make streamline patch decisions about OS and can utilize the outcomes for security testing procedure of the Operating System. Additionally, knowing the future vulnerabilities offer several benefit; one can identify the OS that are in need to be restricted to reduce its vulnerability, the predictive vulnerability score can be used for competitive market analysis, monitor the behavior of competing OS using the forecasted vulnerability etc. But most importantly this information is extremely important to the IT manager for his/her strategic planning to minimize the risk of chosen OS that will not be exploited. Finally, our results offer a unique marketing strategy for purchasing the best OS available in the market place that will have the best (smallest) future vulnerabilities.
In the present research our objective is to develop a high quality analytical forecasting model utilizing both linear and nonlinear methods to predict the number of vulnerabilities of a given operating system. In addition we will perform statistical evaluations of other models that perform the same task the predicting process of OS. The selected model provides overall trend and behaviour of the OS ahead of time; OS companies can make strategical and operational decisions such as secure deployment of OS, facilitate backup provisioning, disaster recovery, diversity planning, and maintenance scheduling. Similarly, all the stakeholders related to the OS can access the current sercurity risk along with estimation of resources needed for handling potential security breaches and for see the future releases of security patches. Finally, the predictive results can be used for the competitive analysis of the product which significantly helps to develop the marketing strategies for the respective OS.
Our research paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces and explains 
Related Research
During the past years, scientists and researchers have given tremendous amounts of time and effort to develop vulnerability forecasting models to predict the future vulnerabilities of OS taking into consideration of their historical behavior with reported data. One can characterize these proposed developed models into two categories.
1) Code Characteristics Based Models: These types of models are relying on finding out the relationship between attributes of the code with its corresponding vulnerabilities. Rahimi and Zargham, [9] proposed a vulnerability scrying approach, that is, a vulnerability discovery prediction method based on code properties and quality. S. Riccardo et al. [10] proposed a machine learning approach to predict which components of the software applications contain security vulnerabilities using a text mining approach. This approach identified a series of vulnerable terms contained in its source code and was used to compute its frequency. Based on the frequency, they proceeded to forecast its future. Shin et al. [11] performed an empirical study with traditional metrics of complexity, code churn, and faulty history using a large open source project to determine whether fault prediction models can be used for vulnerability prediction models.
Nguyen and Tran, [12] proposed a component dependency graph to predict vulnerable components using machine learning methodology. All the mentioned approaches requires source code to built the models, source code of the OS is dynamic in nature and it is not available to public in case of proprietary OS.
2) Statistical Density Based Models: In this category, vulnerability forecasting models are based on historical data of the Operating System. To fulfill this objective, various kinds of models have been developed, mainly Alhazmi-Malaiya Logistic (AML) with different versions, [13] Poissons Log Arithmetic Model, [14] , Rescorals Exponential Models [15] , and Andresons Thermoodynamics Model [16] . All the developed models are based on their underlying assumptions and defined framework and none of them considers the non linear behavior of the signal.
For code characteristics based models, we need a source code of the given software to develop statistical models. In reality, source code of the commercial OS is not available to the public. Each and every day new vulnerability comes into existence and we need to handle new vulnerabilities, thus the software should be continuously updated which implies that the source code changes with respect to the life cycle of the software. A company always updates its software so as to fulfill the demands of current or potential customers and hence we need to update the source code regularly. Thus, process of making source code is al- 
Data and Methodology
We have directly extracted the vulnerability data from the National Vulnerability Figure 3 describes the holistic idea about the datasets and methods employed in our study.
We have collected the vulnerabilities for each Operating System, the earliest available data from NVD to December 2015 as training data, however, the whole 
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Process (ARIMA) Model
Autoregressive value subtracted) required to achieve the stationarity condition of the process.
The MA(n) shows that present vulnerabilities have a relationship with past vulnerabilities, white noise error terms or random shocks. The random shocks are assumed to be independent and come from the same probability distribution. The second step is to construct the ARIMA model is to identify the number of parameters that are necessary to be included in the model which is a function of the order of the model. Furthermore we need to obtain estimates of the parameter that drive the model. We have implemented a graphical and statistical approach to find out the parameters used to forecast the vulnerabilities. For the graphical method, autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) is implemented. On the other hand, estimation of the required parameters requires complicated iteration procedure using maximum likelihood or non linear least square estimation methods. The final step of ARIMA is a diagnostic checking and forecasting vulnerabilities of the OS. The complete model fitting process is based on the law of principle of parsimony where the best possible model is the simplest with respect to accurately forecast the vulnerability of a given OS.
Utilizing the model building procedure of ARIMA model namely model 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is one of the useful and popular method, which have been used in forecasting using time series data. A wide variety of applications can be found in market predictions, meteorological and network traffic forecasting [19] [20] [21] [22] , where most of them have used feed-forward ANN models in a sliding window format over the input sequence. The major advantage of neural networks is that they are data driven and does not require restrictive assumptions about the form of the basic model. Any feed forward ANN model consists of three or more layers called input, hidden, and output. The operational structure of the ANN model for the subject study are demonstrated below by Figure 7 , and the final outcome of the ANN with one hidden node would be expressed analytically by: 
where t y is the total number of vulnerabilities reported in month t, p is the number of lags (number of vulnerabilities reported in the past p months) and the H is the number of hidden nodes, g and f are the activation functions the optimal number of hidden nodes, which refelects on the quality of the forecast of a given OS. Figure 7 , shows the basic architecture of an ANN and it represents a multivariate non-linear function mapping between a set of inputs and outputs variables (Bishop, 1995) . These networks are organized as several interconnected layers. Each layer is a collection of artificial neurons (nodes) where the connections are governed by the corresponding weights. Data have been fed through the input layer, and then they pass through the one or more hidden layers, and the final outcome is given by the output layer.
One of the challenges that we face when we use ANN in time series prediction in identifying the number of inputs which is not fixed. We used a procedure to identify the best possible number of lags.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Traditionally SVMs are used for classification in pattern recognition applications. These learning algorithms have also been applied to general regression analysis, the estimation of a function by fitting a curve to a set of data points. The application of SVMs to general regression analysis case is called Support Vector Regression (SVR) and is vital for many of the time series prediction applications. SVMs used for time series prediction span many practical application areas from financial market prediction to electric utility load forecasting to medical and other scientific fields. One of the advantage in SVM is that it just correspond to a convex optimization problem when determining the model parameters and hence easily can be implemented. In using Support Vector (SV) regression, our goal is to find a function ( ) f x that has at most  deviation from the actually obtained targets i y for all the training data, and will not accept any deviation larger than that. Anything beyond the specified  -will be penalized in proportion to C, which is the regularization parameter. This can be explained with a linear function of the form
where our goal is to minimize Our objective is to conduct extensive analytical driven search procedure on the parameter space to obtain the optimal set of parameters that drive the model.
Analysis with ANN and є SV Regression
We began our analysis by dividing the vulnerability dataset into two groups;
Training and Testing. The testing data set consists of vulnerabilities reported in year 2016. We then normalized the data by applying the min-max normalization method. Our analysis with ANN and SV regression makes the assumption that the number of future vulnerabilities depends on the vulnerabilities identified in the present and past months (lags). The number of significant lags in the partial auto correlation function has been used initially to determine the optimal number of lags. We proceeded by carring out further analysis by changing the number of lags from 2 to 10.
The radial basis functional kernel is used to develop the SV regression models with fine-tuning the two set of parameters; gamma and the regularization parameter C. In developing the ANN model we used 10-fold cross validation method for time series. When using this techniques we incremented the training sets data, gradually shifting the training data set window one by one. This was repeated for different number of hidden nodes. The optimal analytical model is selected based on the average mean absolute error (MAE). Finally, the selected analytical model is used to make the prediction in the testing data set.
Analysis
Our statistical analysis follows the process that we have introduced in Section 3, where we described the overall time series trend of each OS. We need further investigation on each signal to see if any trend, cycles, and seasonality exists.
Usually time series data consist of a specific trend, cycles, and seasonality. To identify the best analytical forecasting model, we will first proceed to identify the time series pattern in the data, and then select an appropriate method that will capture the patterns effectively. Figure 8 is structured in two columns; which consist of six individual graphs. In Figure 8 , Figure 8 
Predictive Capability of Models
One of the most important criteria for evaluating forecasting accuracy is to evaluate the error (residuals) generated by the testing data sets. An optimal N. R. 
where, N is the total number of prediction intervals, i P is the predicted number of vulnerabilities, and i A is the actual number of vulnerabilities. Once we employed ANN, SVM and ARIMA model on our testing data set following optimal model are selected based on our error measurement criteria in Table 2 .
Our ANN model evaluation results were quite good despite the fact that we did not have enough data to improve the training of our model. However, we believe that as more information of the subject matter becomes available the ANN model will be easier to implement and with higher accuracy in predicting the number of vulnerabilities of the present OS in the market place.
For Windows 7 and Linux kernel is the analytical model, SVM driven by the final Equation (9) . With reference to the Table 2 , the best models are selected for each OS based on the low error rate and the law of parsimony are listed in Table 3 .
From Table 3 ARIMA(1,1,3) with drift, SVM with lag 5, and SVM with lag 5 models are selected for Mac OS X OS, Windows 7 OS, and Linux Kernel OS respectively. To be more specific, the forecasting model for Windows 7 OS had the lowest SMAPE of (12.45%) which implies it is a good forecasting model. The developed model provides good fit to the vulnerability data for Mac OS X and All of the above plots 9, 10, and 11 a good fit for each OS but different degrees of prediction accuracy. From a careful reading of the fitted plots, we can conclude that best fitted model may not produce the best forecasting accuracy and vice versa. In case of Mac OS X, forecasted vulnerabilities is not that much better to the fit of data. Unlike Mac OS X, windows 7 has quite good fit but forecasted vulnerabilities are a way better than Mac OS X. We eventually used our models to forecast the future vulnerabilities of these OS and recommended choice for predicting monthly vulnerabilities is summarized by Table 4 . As an example, the following collection period of training data set of each OS is mentioned in Table 1 .
Similarly, 2016 is considered as testing data sets to validate our model for all OS.
Utilizing our best developed model, we forecasted 2016 vulnerabilities which are given in Table 5 . Now the following Table 5 compares the total true vulnerabilities and forecasted vulnerabilities for each OS. This comparison table
shows the accuracy and reliability of our developed analytical models.
Our study revealed the fact that seasonality and trends are not the major components of the forecasting models. Nevertheless, the level of the time series is only the significant component to build the model. This suggests that it is difficult to predict vulnerabilities based on monthly seasonal patterns or trends.
Further investigation is needed whether weekly, quarterly, or annual patterns might produce remarkable trends or seasonal components but such data is not publically availiable to improve the quality of the model. 
Conclusions
We have developed effective linear and non linear analytic models to forecast future vulnerabilities by utilizing the vulnerability datasets of three major OS namely, Windows 7, Linux Kernel, and Mac OS X. We have not found any influential trend and seasonality components from the time series data. The proposed forecasting models reveal the fact that non linear time series models predict quite well with minimum level of error rate. The developed models can be used by the developers, the user community, and individual organization to predict the vulnerability level of their OS. Developers can examine the OS readiness by predicting the future vulnerability trend. Based on the projected vulnerabilities, they can allocate the security maintenance resources to detect the upcoming vulnerabilities. At the same time, they can implement the proper software security patch plan. The users can obtain useful information to compare different OS in terms of the risk associated with their vulnerability.
They also can access the risk before patches are applied. Similarly, every organization has their own customized security policies that requires allocation of time and resources. The predictive vulnerability models we have developed can be used to quantitatively guide such policies.
Finally, the developed forecasting models of the three OS that dominate the global market can be used to predict their future vulenerabilities. The predictive vulnerabilities can be used to identify the risks associated with the forecast for each of the three OS. IT manager can implement the forecasting vulnerabilities in their operating strategies and contingency plans. Based on their predictions, each of the three manufacturing companies can make one of the decision: they are willing to live with it, make minor research and development design or major modifications. The predictive results can be used for competitive analysis of the three OS companies that are essential to their marketing strategies.
